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ABSTRACT
Video surveillance has long been in use to either monitor security sensitive areas or to know the statistic details
for business purposes. Typical application includes banks, shopping complexes, Railway stations, crowded
public places and borders. The advancement in computing power, availability of large-capacity storage devices
and high speed network infrastructure paved the way for cheaper, multi sensor video surveillance systems.
Traditionally, the video outputs are processed online by security officials and usually saved to tapes for later use
only after a forensic event. However, assisting the human operators with identification of important events in
video by the use of “smart” video surveillance systems has become a critical requirement. The making of video
surveillance systems “smart” requires fast, reliable and robust algorithms. This mandates for this smart feature to
run on camera itself; embedded software using spare processing capacity in Camera‟s Digital signal processor
(DSP). In this article we propose a novel algorithm which is small in footprint and quick in identifying the
activity using Event Trigger and process the image using histogram which can be embedded in DSP system.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Moving Object detection is one of the major
video analytics components in video surveillance
application. In typical Video Surveillance
application, camera captures image, does intensity
correction, compress the video ad transfer data to
backend PC for further analysis. The video analytic
components are executed in PC using offline method
and basic surveillance is done by security official
directly monitoring it online. Most of the techniques
used for this problem deal with a stationary camera
[3, 2] or closed world representations [7, 5] which
rely on a fixed background or a specific knowledge
on the type of actions taking place. The complexity
of analytics makes back end processing by PC as
preferred choice for the analytics. The video analytics
at camera using embedded software helps a lot in first
level
surveillance
assistance.
With
recent
development in multi-cores and highly integrated
processor, as well as efficient analytics algorithm, the
first level surveillance can be achieved using
embedded system. In this paper, we have proposed a
computationally economical method for object
detection which can be executed from camera or
embedded electronics in camera itself. The proposed
method uses pad based Event Trigger and histogram
based object detection. The proposed method is fast,
reliable and robust and it enables smart video
surveillance..
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II.

BACKGROUND PAPER

The Detecting regions of change in images
of the same scene taken at different times is of
widespread interest due to a large number of
applications in diverse disciplines. Despite the
diversity of applications, change detection
researchers employ many common processing steps
and core algorithms [4]. The major methods of
moving object detection include point detectors,
background subtraction and segmentation and
supervised learning [8]. Girisha and Murali [4]
describe a method for segmenting motion objects
from background that is based upon temporal frame
differencing. Ko et al. [5] describe a segmentation
technique in which the background at each pixel
location is represented by a histogram of values in the
region surrounding that location. Foreground is
detected using a thresholded Bhattacharyya distance
between the current histogram at the pixel location
and that of the temporally recursive updated
background distribution. We have avoided supervised
classification approaches because of their likely
demands on the processing capacity of the embedded
processors. Also we avoid full frame background
modeling and use temporal frame differencing to
trigger our detector to avoid difficulties associated
with morphological processing. We detect objects
using event trigger and use the integral histogram
approach [1, 6] in order to extract multiple
histograms efficiently.
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III.

APPROACH

The first step in the Moving Object
Detection is to quickly know whether we need to
initiate moving object detection or not. Such
initiation requires quick detection to know whether
any activity took place in the captured video frames
before doing any elaborate analytics. Since the
processing power is limited, we propose a novel
method to quickly detect activity within multiple
frames. The proposed method uses 1/10th the size of
the video resolution instead of entire frame size
image for computation. This area is called „pad‟. This
pad can be configured for size, location and array
size. The pad size can be smaller or larger than the
object.
The first step in the process is the construction of the
thresholded pad temporal difference image
.
(X,Y) = (| (X,Y) (X,Y)| >
(1)
Where Pt is the pad image at time t and ϴD is a pixel
difference threshold. With the low frame rate the
pixel value changes from frame to frame can be
significant. The mean difference t across the pad is
calculated:
t = 1/N
(2)
Where N is the number of pixels in the pad image. A
trigger occurs when Dt rises through a mear
differences threshold
and the mean differences
are increasing:
t > ϴd ^ ( t - t-1) > 0
(3)

information about both background and object. The
first step is to construct a difference histogram
by
subtracting the averaged „probably background‟
histogram from the current pad histogram:
=
(5)
Negative bin values in the difference
histogram indicate pixel value ranges that are more
representative of the background rather than the
foreground. The Figure 2 Histograms shows a set of
typical histograms associated with this stage of the
process. Next, a difference masked pad image
is
made by pixel wise multiplication of the pad
thresholded temporal difference image with the pad
image i.e.
(X, Y) =
(X, Y). (X, Y)
(6)
The masked image will contain pixels
associated with the object, shadows and zero values
associated with the static region. The masked image
is grey level sliced using the bin boundaries of the n
= 8 bin histogram to produce a binary pad image
for each slice u:
(X,Y) = б (b (
(X,Y)) -u)
(7)
Where b (Mp(X,Y)) is a function that
compares the grey scale value Mp(X,Y) against the
bin boundaries and returns the bin number associated
with it; б is the Dirac delta function. The lower
boundary of the first bin is set to 1 rather than 0 out
of the range [0, 255]. This removes the mask static
pixel contribution. The bins of the proposal
histogram
are set to be the sums of the
corresponding binary slice if the associated
difference histogram bin
is positive, otherwise
they are set to zero:
(u)=

(X,Y) if
0

Figure 1: Threholded pad difference image
Through this method, we can detect the
activity start frame number (trigger point). In
proposed method, we have used all frames for the
trigger point identification. However, to further
optimize the processing, we can choose every 3 to 5
frames for pad area analysis. This information can be
configured in selected algorithm.
In the absence of a trigger we make a
normalized 8 bin „probably background‟ grey scale
histogram
of the pad image at time t. The
histogram is used to recursively update a time
averaged „probably background‟ histogram
:
= (1-α)
+α
(4)
Where α has a value typically of the order 0.2.
When a trigger condition is met we make a
histogram Pt of the pad image. This contains
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(u) > 0
otherwise

(8)

The „indicative object‟ proposal histogram is
then normalized:
:

(u) = (u) /
(v)
(9)
The proposal histogram indicates the grey
scale values which are more characteristic of the part
of the object entering the pad region than the
background. We use this proposal histogram of the
incoming object. Even though the proposal histogram
is not a true representation of the object histogram, it
is likely to be closer to it, in terms of the
Bhattacharyya distance, than to histograms calculated
from background in the region of the pad after the
triggering event. The proposal histogram does not
include bins that are dominant in the probably
background histogram.
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of the processing like Pad marking, temporal
difference Pad image, histogram, etc are stored as
separate .avi files.
The MATLAB application is developed
with single user screen where it displays the different
processing and report the final object detection using
histogram. Also the screen indicates the event trigger
frame with details of the frame number in which the
object enters the background.

V.

Figure 2: Histograms: a) Average probably
background

, b) Pad image

, c) Differences

, d) Proposal

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the method captured
video processed to MATLAB with a standard web
camera in Laptop and OMAP DM3730 ARM Cortex
A8 Processor Board.

CONCLUSION

We have addressed unique problems related
to the analysis of a video data. The framework
proposed is based on histogram from a video
acquired by an ordinary webcam. The proposed
method is used as smart video surveillance with
abilities to integrate the intelligence in to the camera
device itself. Finally, the quantification of the results
by proposed method provides a confidence measure
characterizing the quick, reliable and robust object
detection. The method does not demand the use of a
target model nor does it require the development of a
full background image or classifier training. It works
with moderate quality monochrome footage and can
be used in a range of contexts.
The obtained results will be improved by
further processing with more number of pads and
initiating tracker for the identified object.
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